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Corporate Vision



We are one of the leading manufacturer, exporter & supplier of Automatic 

Packaging Machinery. We are having complete technical knowhow & 

technical expertise which makes us differ from other. We are provide 

technical guidelines to our current as well as prospective clients. We always 

ready to fulfill customer's requirement with positive approach. 

Why we are? 

Our quality products are consisting of Superior Design and Latest 

Technology with High Graded Raw Materials. These are acknowledged 

for their Efficiency and Durability. The organization is equipped with all 

the required facilities to manufacture quality products that are at par with 

changing market trends. 
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Food & Oil Industries 
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Stamp



JPSSA 100/200/300

JPSSA 100 JPSSA 200 JPSSA 300   MODEL

JPSSA 100/200/300 is design to insert sleeve with
desired Positin on various 

sleeve on
bottle.

JPSSA 100/200/300  is constructed on sturdy 
welded steel fram



 JPSST 



JPABU Bottle Unscrambler is designed to provide 

a loading solution for empty containers and 
delivers them to the downstream equipment 
conveyor in vertical condition lines in a controlled 
and repeatable manner. 

This model operates with great simplicity, 
efficiency, and minimal maintenance. They are 
suitable for large variety of bottle shapes and sizes 
in a wide range of industries. 

No longer are employees required to manually sort 
bottles and stand them upright on a conveyor or feed 
table - an otherwise tedious and time consuming 
task. Changeovers from one size bottle to another are 

as very easy and minimum time consuming. 

JPABU provides bottlers with increased efficiency, 
labour savings and productivity by achieving 
speeds upto 300 BPM. lt can work for any shape 
like round, oval, square, etc. 

Salient Features : 

• S.S. 304 and anodizing aluminum

construction.• Smooth in feeding for existing 

packaging line.• Totally enclosed machine. 

• Automatically correct inverted bottles.• Easy to operate and

vibration free.• Ensure no inverted bottles go to the next machine. 

• Running with high efficiency, no need workers watching.• Simple in

structure.• Easy to clean and maintain. 

Optional Features : 

• Low level alarm in storage of container.• Elevator speed control sensor.

• Acrylic or Poly carbonate enclosure in frame.• Online

ionized air cleaning.• Accumulation conveyor turn table of 

unscrambled containers.• Container counting.• Online 

container testing by leak test, weight test, etc. 

• Online labeling.
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Model 

Direction of Movement 

Output/Min.* 

Power Supply 

Air Supply 

* Depends on container size. 

JPABU

Left to Right 

Upto300 

1 Phase, 230V, SOHz AC Supply 

5-6 Bar Regulated Air Supply

Specification can be altered as per customer specific requirement. 
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JPABU



JPSL 100/200/300



JPDL 100/200/300



 JPARL  200 / 300



 JPTBL



 JPHLA



 JPSASL

 JPSAVLF



 JPVLF 100 /150 /200

JPVLF -100 JPVLF -150 JPVLF -200 



 JPSC 60 /100 /150/200

JPSC- 60 JPSC -100 JPSC -150 JPSC- 200 



 JPRCS 60 /100 /150/200

JPRCS- 60 JPRCS- 100 JPRCS- 150 JPRCS- 200 



 JPSRCS

- JPSSC



 JPVIT

- JPTT



 JPPBC

 JPRC



Siddhivinayak has achieved the honors for the 

"Best Performance Machinery" 
in following companies. 

Jeel Pharma Machinery
8, Hariohm Estate, B/s Cheharmata Mandir, Opp. Water Tank, 
Gota Petrol Pump, B/h Silver Ock Clg.  Ahmedabad-382481.       
Gujarat, India.  
Mob. No: 8141271408. 
Email: jeelpharma2015@gmail.com
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